


The picture nationally 

• Across the country over 2500 neighbourhood areas 

have been designated.

• Over 700 plans have passed referendum and come 

into force.

• Only 14 plans have failed to meet the basic conditions 

at examination

• Just 2 plans have received a majority ‘no’ vote at 

referendum. 
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The picture regionally
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North/South spread
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Exemplary or innovative policy

POLICY KBR34: HEALTHY AIR
– A. Development should not damage the health of the air by 

increasing emissions of harmful pollutants to it. Such 
pollutants include: greenhouse gases; those considered by 
the United Nations to cause adverse impacts to the natural 
environment; and particles and gases considered by the 
World Health Organisation (WHO) to be harmful to human 
health. Any proposal that results in a significant increase in 
air pollution will only be justified in exceptional 
circumstances.

– B. Development should comply at least with all minimum EU 
or UK environmental requirements in relation to air pollutants 
whichever is the more stringent.

– C. All development must aim to be at least ‘air quality neutral’ 
and not cause or contribute to worsening air quality. On 
major development this should be demonstrated through an 
air quality assessment and, if necessary, proposed mitigation 
measures.

– D. Major development must demonstrate that it is designed to 
ensure that indoor air quality complies with the latest WHO 
guidelines for short and long term air quality including 
particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10), nitrogen dioxide 
(NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), formaldehyde and volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs). Carbon dioxide (CO2) 
concentrations in indoor air should also be considered. 
Compliance with such standards is also encouraged on 
medium development and substantial refurbishment 
schemes.

– E. Air intake points servicing internal air handling systems 
(including air filtration systems and heating and cooling 
systems) should be located away from existing and potential 
pollution sources e.g. busy roads and combustion flues. All 
flues should terminate above the roof height of the tallest part 
of the development in order to ensure the maximum dispersal 
of pollutants
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Exemplary or innovative policy
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Policy LHN 1 Provision of well designed energy efficient buildings and 
places

The design and standard of any new development should aim to meet a 
high level of sustainable design and construction and be optimised for 
energy efficiency, targeting zero carbon emissions. This includes: 

• Siting and orientation to optimise passive solar gain, 

• The use of high quality, thermally efficient building materials,

• Installation of energy efficiency measures such as loft and wall 
insulation and double glazing. 

• New housing developments shall aim to comply with Level 6 on the 
Code for Sustainable Homes, (Reference 17) or any future 
standard of a comparable level. 

• Where garages are provided with new housing the size will 
normally comply with Reference 18

• Non-residential developments should aim to meet the Buildings 
Research Establishment BREEAM building standard ‘excellent’. 

• Any new development to incorporate on-site energy generation 
from renewable sources such as solar panels, to at least the extent 
required by NS core strategy policy CS2.

• The building of extensions to any household in the area will be 
granted planning permission dependent upon reasonable 
measures being taken to avoid increasing the energy requirements 
of the building.

• The retrofit of heritage properties/assets is encouraged to reduce 
energy demand and to generate renewable energy where 
appropriate, providing it safeguards historic characteristics and 
development is done with engagement and permissions of relevant 
organizations. 

• Alterations to existing buildings must be designed with energy 
reduction in mind and comply with sustainable design and 
construction standards.



Exemplary or innovative policy
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The 2018-22 programme: what's 

on offer?
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• Grant support

• Technical support

• Toolkits and guidance

• Advice service

• Quarterly newsletter



Grant support: a summary
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• All groups can get up to £9,000 in basic grant (N.B what you 

received in the previous 2015-2018 programme is taken into 

account- so if you received £5,000 in the previous programme, 

you would have £4,000 grant remaining)

• Groups meeting the following criteria can get a further £8,000 

(taking the total to £17,000):

o Allocating sites for housing

o Including design codes in your plan

o A designated business neighbourhood plan

o A cluster of three or more parishes writing a single plan

o A Neighbourhood Area with a population of over 25,000



Grant support: what can I spend 

the money on?

• Buying in consultancy support 

• Printing, design of engagement and 

promotional materials

• Room hire

• Developing a neighbourhood plan website

• Plus many more activities
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Grant support: what can’t I spend 

the money on?
• General administration costs, including taking minutes 

at steering group meetings

• Funding salaried posts

• Paying for volunteer time (but can be used to cover 

expenses)

• Any activities that have started or have already been 

completed

• Capital items (e.g. printers, computers)

• Work associated with activities outside the remit of 

neighbourhood planning (e.g. many transport issues 

can’t be dealt with through a neighbourhood plan)
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Technical support: What is it and 

how do I get it?

Specialist support delivered by our delivery partners 

(including AECOM) at no cost to groups where the 

following criteria are met: 

• Allocating sites for housing

• Including design codes in your plan

• Planning to use a neighbourhood development order

• An undesignated Forum needing help to get 

designated (specific package)
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Recap

In the old 2015-18 Locality support programme neighbourhood forums 
were eligible for additional support by virtue of being a forum. This is no 
longer the case. 

Additional grant is available for groups where the following criteria are 
met:

• Allocating sites for housing

• Including design codes in your plan

• A designated business neighbourhood plan

• A cluster of three or more parishes writing a single plan

• A Neighbourhood Area with a population of over 25,000

Specialist support delivered by our delivery partners (including AECOM) 
at no cost to groups where the following criteria are met: 

• Allocating sites for housing

• Including design codes in your plan

• Planning to use a neighbourhood development order

• An undesignated Forum needing help to get designated (specific 
package)
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Technical support: Types of 

support on offer

• Housing needs assessment

• Site options and assessment

• Environmental impact assessment

• Evidence base and policy development

• Strategic environmental assessment

• Masterplanning

• Design including design codes

• Habitats regulation assessment

• Plan health check

• Setting up a neighbourhood planning group (in unparished 

areas only)
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Technical support examples: Setting 

up a neighbourhood planning group 

Support can include one or more of the following:

• Capacity building workshop;

• Initial public meeting and/or steering group support;

• Help with boundary justification and research;

• Mediation across competing interests and motivations of 

those forming the forum;

• Designation application drafting comment and advice;

• Establishing a relationship with your Local Planning 

Authority (LPA)  and identifying an agreed contact point; 

• Explanation of content and use of a memorandum of 

understanding (MOU) with the LPA if required.
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Technical support examples: Site 

options and assessment

Support can include one or more of the following:

• Site identification

• Site assessment 

• Site shortlisting based on the site assessment

• Site selection, based on the outcomes of the site 

assessment and neighbourhood plan objectives

• Advice on development density and capacity

• Advice on what a site allocation policy could include
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Site allocation in stages

 Stage 1 - Call for sites: Invite landowners in your 
neighbourhood area to put their land forward for 
assessment and potential allocation. Check with your 
LPA to see if they have already run a call for sites. 
Stage 2 - Site options and assessment: Now you 
have a list of sites, these will be assessed to determine 
whether they are suitable for development. The free 
AECOM support package uses a traffic light system 
indicating whether a site is Suitable for development, 
Suitable for development with some mitigation or Not 
suitable for development. 

 Stage 3 – Consultation and Site allocation: Now sites 
suitable for development have been identified you will 
need to decide as a community which of these sites you 
wish to allocate in your neighbourhood plan. 
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Technical support examples: 

Housing needs assessment

This support can provide you with:

• A robust housing needs that can withstand scrutiny at 

examination, based on extensive evidence analysis

• Advice on the suitable proportion of affordable housing, 

tenure, the type and size of new homes so that housing 

coming forward over the plan period truly reflects local 

need
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Technical support examples: Plan 

health check
• A review of your neighbourhood plan to establish 

whether it is likely to meet the basic conditions 

(conditions that must be met for a plan to proceed to 

referendum) before it goes to the examiner

• Will provide advice on any amendments that should be 

made to ensure the conditions are met

• This doesn’t involve rewriting policies, but general 

advice on what changes need to be made

• Gives groups more confidence going into the 

examination

• To receive this support you will need a completed draft 

plan, a draft basic conditions statement, and a draft 

consultation statement
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Technical support examples: 

Evidence base and policy 

development 
This support can include:

• Examine the existing evidence collected for the specific 

policy area

• Recommend any additional evidence that should be 

referenced

• Check that the policy can realistically be applied in the 

real world

• Whether the policy allows the basic conditions to be met

• Suggest refinements to the policy to make it stronger
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Toolkits and resources

Neighbourhood Plan Roadmap

• provides information on each of the 

stages and activities required to 

produce a neighbourhood plan

• Provides information on when and 

how to designate a neighbourhood 

area, neighbourhood forum (in 

unparished areas), when to submit 

your plan to the local planning 

authority, and what is required for 

examination and referendum

• Provides information on what to do 

once the plan comes into force
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Toolkits and resources

We have a host of other resources, including:

• Making local green space designations in 

your neighbourhood plan

• How to undertake a housing needs 

assessment

• How to assess and allocate sites for 

development

• How to consult with your community

• Understand if your plan requires a strategic 

environmental assessment (SEA)

• General conformity with strategic local policy
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Case studies
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Advice service: What is it?

• If you have a neighbourhood planning query you can get 

in touch with us through our neighbourhoodplanning.org 

website

• Before you do get in touch, check our FAQs to make 

sure your query isn’t answered there

• Typical things we advise on include: trouble shooting 

with application forms, interpretation of the regulations, 

updating a made neighbourhood plan, scope of a 

neighbourhood plan to deal with transport issues

• If you need more in depth, long term advice then funding 

a planning consultant would be more appropriate
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Quarterly newsletter

Provides:

• Updates on new toolkits and 

resources added to the website

• Case law and 

legislation/regulation updates

• Featured top tips from 

neighbourhood planning 

experts (e.g. top tips for 

strategic environmental 

assessment, community 

engagement, working with your 

local planning authority etc.)

• Answers to FAQs
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Thank you!
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